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ABOUT THE CONCEPT OF 
MATURITY

• Maturity
• the quality or state of being mature (https://www.merriam-

webster.com/dictionary/maturity)

• being mature

• object of our appraisal has finalized its “growth or development” or has 
achieved “a final or desired state” (https://www.merriam-
webster.com/dictionary/mature)

• “implies an evolutionary progress […] of a specific ability or in the 
accomplishment of a target from an initial to a desired […] stage” 
(Mettler, Rohner, & Winter, 2009:343)

https://www.merriam-webster.com/dictionary/maturity
https://www.merriam-webster.com/dictionary/mature


ABOUT THE CONCEPT OF 
MATURITY

• Attribute given to the organization by a third party or by its 
employee in assessment.
• Estimated or 

• desired degree of the development 

• of the business processes or overall impression of an 
organization.



ABOUT MATURITY MODELS

• Maturity models
• Practical tools for assessments of organizations

• To place an organization among other organizations or within a 
particular domain

• To track progress toward the “matureness” of an organization

• Descriptive, prescriptive, and comparative maturity models
• Descriptive models serve as diagnostic tools

• Prescriptive bring mechanisms that enable increment of matureness of 
organizations

• Comparative models enable benchmarking and comparison



ABOUT MATURITY MODELS

• Maturity models consist of
• Maturity levels for a class of objects (Becker, Knackstedt, & 

Pöppelbuß, 2009:213)

• Categories or criteria (wide dimensions)

• A broad group of processes

• Dimensions

• A process or one sub-group of the related processes

• Questions

• Represent process attributes



MATURITY MODELS 
IN RECORDS AND ARCHIVES 

MANAGEMENT

• In records management domain
• Enterprise Content Management Maturity Model 
• Records Management Capacity Assessment System 
• Digital Asset Management Maturity Model 

• In information governance
• Generally Accepted Recordkeeping Principles and Information 

Governance Maturity Model

• In digital preservation and archiving
• Digital Preservation Capability Maturity Model (Dollar and Ashley)
• A2MIGO (E-ARK project)
• Preservica Digital Preservation Maturity Model 
• Brown’s model



AMMA – THE DESIGN AND 
METRICS

• The previously developed maturity models for archiving practice are 
problem-oriented, and the need to develop and use comprehensive 
archives management model was recognized.

• AMMA was developed using

• Becker, Knackstedt, and Pöppelbuß (2009) - to recognize problem, compare 
existing models from literature, start iterative development, define the concept 
of transfer and evaluation, and plan the web-based questionnaire 

• Fraser, Moultrie, and Gregory (2002) - to select, define, and describe dimensions 
within the model’s criteria and their attributes

• De Bruin et al. (2005) - to define maturity levels



AMMA – THE DESIGN AND 
METRICS

• Processing, preservation and usage 
criteria

• 3 dimmensions/criterion

• 5 maturity levels

• Comprehensive questionnaire

Rajh. “Problem-Oriented Assessments in Archives Management and an Extensive Archival Maturity Model Design”. In Diverse Applications and 

Transferability of Maturity Models, Hershey, PA, USA: IGI Global, 2018: 121-151. doi.org/10.4018/978-1-5225-7080-6.ch005

Grades

0 – non-achieved condition (attribute)

1 – partially achieved condition (attribute)

3 – largely achieved condition (attribute)

5 – fully achieved condition (attribute)



AMMA – CURRENT STATE AND 
FUTURE DEVELOPMENTS

• Currently, the model is finished. It was presented at the conference part of 
the 51st Congress of Croatian Archival Society and at the eRecords section 
and Students' section meetings of the congress in fall 2019.

• The model should be tested in a real professional environment.

• The planned testing activities include the preparation of the web-based 
questionnaire by the author of the model and the members of eRecords and 
Students' sections, as well as publication of its executive summary and 
questionnaire (web page of the Croatian Archival Society - CSA).

• The author will review the feedback of CSA and mutate the model if 
needed.



THE QUESTIONNAIRE

1.Processing

1.1. Capture-ingestion-accession

1.Does the organization have capture, ingestion and accession processes in place and are the risks of not capturing materials 
managed?

2.Are the processes harmonized with the collection policy, and with the regulatory, business, accountability and service 
requirements?

3.Can the archives ensure the usability and authenticity of content during the processes (the identity of materials, integrity, 
provenance, and provided information about the processing of materials)?

4.Is the archives unit capable of capturing the entire context of records?

5.Has the archives unit prescribed all resources and their formats? Are the process with materials and the 
validation supported by IT?



THE QUESTIONNAIRE

1.2. Organization and arrangement

1.Do the organization or arrangement processes support the creation of relationships between the records?

2.Do the processes support the creation of relationships between records, functions, and creators?

3.Does the arrangement process enable a flexible top-down approach harmonized with professional methodologies 
(e.g., the ISAD(G) arrangement methodology)?

4.Is the arrangement process designed to include a normal path and exceptions?

5.Does the organization support work with variable classifications (for multiple creators, for a particular creator who uses more 
than one classification)? Does the organization support the modifications and maintenance of the classification scheme over 
time and according to the needs of the organization?



THE QUESTIONNAIRE

1.3. Description and formatting

1.Is the description process based on the established archival standard for the description?

2.Are finding aids established based on professional practice (including the typology relevant in your country)?

3.Are the finding aids generated according to the professional formatting standard (its current version for full compliance)?

4.Are modifications that follow changes in description standards and formatting standards allowed? (Is the organization 
flexible enough to implement new standards in a reasonable time?)

5.Do the descriptions of materials in the archives follow linked data or policy which support the visibility of data and 
materials on the web?



THE QUESTIONNAIRE

2.(Proactive) preservation

2.1. Awareness and education

1.Does the organization have a sufficient number of archivists or records managers and sufficient professional expertise to 
manage the archival holdings (i.e., experts on particular archival matter)?

2.Does the organization have sufficient supportive technical expertise and support human resources to carry out archival 
processes (e.g., IT and support staff)?

3.Do staff members involved in archival processes have access to professional resources and do they follow relevant 
developments in the field (i.e., continuous education for the staff is ensured)?

4.Are users of the archives regularly educated or trained by archivists or records managers regarding the materials and 
processes?

5.Does the organization have a manual of practice for the users and a regularly maintained risk management plan, 
evacuation plan, and other relevant plans?



THE QUESTIONNAIRE

2.2. Proactive preservation

1.Is the focus of the preservation determined (content, structure, context); are the preservation periods precisely documented 
(e.g., records schedule is defined and published)?

2.Does the organization have mechanisms for analysis, selection, and appraisal of the materials?

3.Is the practice in the archives compliant with leading standards for the storage and preservation of materials (up-to-date 
ISO standards and other standards)?

4.Does the organization have protection measures implemented (fire, flood, human, pests, pollution)? Does it use multiple 
copies or safe/vault rooms? Has the organization established the procedures for evacuation of materials, content 
migration, and conversion of file formats?

5.Is the preservation-related metadata schema designed according to the globally-recognized standards?



THE QUESTIONNAIRE

2.3. Transfer to the secondary environment

1.Are the preparations for transfers compliant with a globally recognized standard?

2.Are the objects of the transfer formally defined?

3.Does the transfer process support a selected standard or specification for packaging content and metadata (which can be 
proven by validation)?

4.Is the validation procedure automated?

5.Are the risks related to transfer identifies, analyzed, and mitigated?



THE QUESTIONNAIRE

3.Usage

3.1. Retrieval

1.Are the finding aids complete and available to users?

2.Is the information about archival holdings and related finding aids documented and available to the users?

3.Are retrieval based on various criteria and full-text search possible?

4.Is metadata prepared according to the globally-used metadata standards?

5.Are the finding aids prepared or translated to one of the living world languages?



THE QUESTIONNAIRE

3.2. Dissemination and use

1.Are conditions and requirements for access and use available to users?

2.Are the user rights and access management mechanisms integrated with the dissemination?

3.Are user requirements surveyed or analyzed regularly?

4.Do the forms of dissemination for the same archived materials differ based on the types of users (e.g., the existence of 
dissemination information packages or similar mechanisms in place)?

5.Does the organization support secondary usage of descriptions and materials (publishes information about materials on the 
web, uses linked data, and supports other types of secondary usage)?



THE QUESTIONNAIRE

3.3. Services

1.Are the services covered by the archives compliant with global standards related to the services?

2.Is the information about the archives and its services available to users and prepared according to professional standards?

3.Do you survey customer satisfaction and use the results to improve services?

4.Have you established a service for helping users with their research?

5.Does the organization provide value-added services in addition to access to archived materials?



CONCLUSION

• Maturity models are useful tools for the assessment of business 
processes in organizations. 

• Processes with records and archives management processes are also 
applicable to maturity assessments.

• Maturity models should be stable enough to endure for a certain 
period, but they should also reflect the current state of discipline.

• For this reason, mutations of a maturity model should 
be seen as typical situations in a model's life cycle.
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